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ABSTRACT

An ad hoc network is a collection of computers (nodes) that co-
operate to forward packets for each other over a multihop wire-
less network. Users of such networks may wish to use demand-
ing applications such as videoconferencing, Voice over IP, and
streaming media when they are connected through an ad hoc
network. Because overprovisioning, a common technique in wired
networks, is often impractical in wireless networks for reasons
such as power, cost, and government regulation, Quality of Service
(QoS) routing is even more important in wireless networks than in
wired networks. Though a number of QoS-routing protocols have
been proposed for use in ad hoc networks, security of such proto-
cols has not been considered.

In this paper, we develop SQoS, a secure form of QoS-Guided
Route Discovery for on-demand ad hoc network routing. SQoS re-
lies entirely on symmetric cryptography. Symmetric cryptographic
primitives are three to four orders of magnitude faster (in compu-
tation time) than asymmetric cryptography. In addition, we show
that in general, existing QoS-Guided Route Discovery can, for a
single Route Discovery, transmit a number of packets exponen-
tial in the number of network nodes, creating an opportunity for
Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. SQoS limits this overhead to be
linear in the number of network nodes by providing the source
with control over which Route Requests are forwarded.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.0 [General]: Security and protection (e.g., firewalls); C.2.2
[Network Protocols]: Routing protocols

General Terms

Performance, Design, Security

Keywords

Simulations, security, Quality-of-Service, QoS routing, ad hoc
networks, SQoS
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1. INTRODUCTION

An ad hoc network is a collection of computers (nodes) that co-
operate to forward packets for each other over a multihop wireless
network. The nodes in the network may move and radio prop-
agation conditions may change at any time, creating a dynamic,
rapidly changing network topology. An important application of
ad hoc networking technology is to enable communication in envi-
ronments in which there is no infrastructure, where the infrastruc-
ture has been destroyed, or when the infrastructure cannot be used
due to issues such as cost and security. A substantial amount of
research has been proposed in the field of ad hoc network routing,
and mature protocols such as DSR [20], AODV [31], OLSR [33],
and TBRPF [3] have emerged from standards discussions in the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the principle protocol
standards development organization for the Internet.

Users of ad hoc networks may wish to use demanding applica-
tions such as videoconferencing, Voice over IP, and streaming me-
dia when they are connected through an ad hoc network. Quality
of Service (QoS) has been an important area of research in wired
networks, as researchers have looked for solutions that provide
acceptable levels of performance for these types of applications.
When QoS routing is available in ad hoc networks, users will ex-
perience better performance while using these types of challenging
applications.

In wireless networks, QoS routing is even more important. That
is, in wired networks, overprovisioning can often be used to re-
duce the need for sophisticated QoS techniques in all but the most
demanding network applications. However, in wireless networks,
overprovisioning is often impossible or impractical, due to con-
straints on radio spectrum and power level, or because of interfer-
ence or noise within the radio spectrum. As a result, using a QoS
routing protocol to carefully choose routing paths with sufficient
resources may be the only way to provide sufficient resources in
wireless networks for many applications. This is even more im-
portant in ad hoc networks due to the frequent changes in routing
topology and the need to maximize the use of the shared radio re-
sources over multiple wireless hops. In addition, recent work on
route selection [10] shows that measuring link quality can signifi-
cantly improve network performance even for best-effort traffic.

Most work on QoS routing in ad hoc networks has focused on
the Integrated Services model [4], with flows and reservations,
rather than on the Differentiated Services [30] model, where cer-
tain packets are marked as having priority over unmarked packets.
One reason most researchers have chosen this direction is that, in
ad hoc networks, capacity and connectivity are quite dynamic. The
dynamic nature of ad hoc networks pose a significant challenge to
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the negotiation of Service Level Agreements (SLA), which limit
the amount of marked traffic that any node can introduce.

Routing protocols for ad hoc networks can generally be divided
into two categories. A proactive (or periodic) routing protocol
attempts to allow each node using it to always maintain an up-to-
date route to each possible destination in the network; the protocol
periodically exchanges routing information with other nodes in or-
der to allow new routes to be discovered and existing routes to be
modified if they break due to factors such as node mobility and en-
vironmental changes. A reactive (or on-demand) routing protocol
only attempts to a discover a route to some destination when it has
a packet to route to that destination and does not already know a
route there; the protocol caches known routes and uses a flooding-
based discovery protocol when a needed route is not found in the
cache. For dynamically mobile ad hoc networks, reactive or on-
demand routing protocols often outperform proactive or periodic
ones, due to their ability to adjust the amount of network over-
head created to track the mobility in the network affecting current
communication [6, 19].

A number of protocols have been proposed for QoS routing in
ad hoc networks [5, 7, 8, 24, 25, 32, 38]. As designed, these
protocols are intended for operation in a trusted environment in
which all nodes are honest, and they do not consider the disrup-
tions that can be caused by a malicious attacker sending arbitrary
(e.g., forged) routing packets. In this paper, we discuss general
mechanisms for securing QoS routing in on-demand routing proto-
cols for ad hoc networks, and we apply these mechanisms to create
a new secure QoS routing protocol that we call SQoS. The opera-
tion of SQoS is based on DSR’s QoS-guided Route Discovery [25,
5] technique. We also show how our mechanisms can be applied
to the proposed AODV QoS extensions [32].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe existing work on QoS-Guided Route Discovery. In
Section 3, we then present an overview of the cryptographic mech-
anisms that we use for securing QoS-Guided Route Discovery, and
Section 4 describes mechanisms for securing QoS-Guided Route
Discovery, including one mechanism (ROUTE REQUEST authenti-
cation) that is generally applicable to all secure on-demand routing
protocols. In Section 5, we then compare our SQoS protocol with
a protocol for securing QoS-Guided Route Discovery using pub-
lic key cryptography. We review related work in Section 6 and
conclude in Section 7.

2. QOS-GUIDED ROUTE DISCOVERY

In an on-demand ad hoc network routing protocol, such as
DSR [22, 21] or AODV [31, 32], a node (which we call the initia-
tor) can find a route to a destination node (which we call the target)
by performing a controlled flood of the network. In this Route
Discovery procedure, the initiator transmits a ROUTE REQUEST

packet, identifying the target to which the route is needed. Each
node receiving the ROUTE REQUEST in general retransmits the
REQUEST if it has not already forwarded a copy of it; when the tar-
get node receives the REQUEST, it returns a ROUTE REPLY to the
initiator, listing the route taken by the REQUEST, rather than for-
warding the REQUEST. Many optimizations have been defined for
this basic Route Discovery scheme to reduce the frequency of per-
forming Route Discovery and to limit the portion of the network
over which the ROUTE REQUEST flood must be forwarded.

For each individual Route Discovery attempt, each node that
forwards the ROUTE REQUEST does so only for the first REQUEST

it receives as part of that Route Discovery, in order to limit the
overhead of the flooding operation. In AODV, this technique in
effect finds the path which forwards the REQUEST to the target
with the lowest latency; in DSR, this technique returns a set of
paths such that each strict prefix P of each path is the path that
forwarded the REQUEST to the last node of P with lowest latency
(the target node in DSR returns a ROUTE REPLY for each copy of
the ROUTE REQUEST that it receives).

In both cases, a node wishing to find a route with certain QoS
parameters (e.g., with a given maximum latency or a given avail-
able bandwidth) may not be able to find a route with sufficient
quality. In particular, because low-latency paths are preferred, a
node searching for a path along which to route a high-bandwidth
flow may not find an appropriate route with either DSR or AODV,
even if a route with sufficient bandwidth exists. To allow Route
Discovery to discover paths satisfying QoS constraints, Maltz in-
troduced QoS-Guided Route Discovery [5, 25], which allows a
node to specify QoS metrics that must be satisfied by a discovered
path. (The QoS-Guided Route Discovery technique was specified
in version 3 of the DSR Internet-Draft [5] in the IETF but was
removed in later drafts [22] to simplify the standard DSR proto-
col specification in accordance with the consensus of the MANET
Working Group.) In this section, we review the previous work in
QoS-Guided Route Discovery.

In QoS-Guided Route Discovery, ROUTE REQUEST packets are
constrained to paths fulfilling certain requirements. Often, a node
may already have a preexisting route to the destination; for exam-
ple, in DSR, a node may have a cached route, or in AODV, a node
may already have the destination in its routing table. When a node
has a preexisting route, it may either perform a QoS-Guided Route
Discovery, or it may attempt to establish a new flow along the pre-
existing route. If the node chooses to use the preexisting route and
the flow establishment is successful, it is not necessary to perform
a QoS-Guided Route Discovery, although one may be performed
in an attempt to find a better route. The decision about whether or
not to perform such a Discovery may be made based on resources
available along a preexisting route or the node’s estimate of the
probability of successful flow setup along that route. Alternatively,
a node may choose to always perform a second search requesting
a slightly higher level of resources than is available along the pre-
existing route.

To use this QoS-Guided Route Discovery mechanism, a node
sending a ROUTE REQUEST also inserts in the REQUEST an op-
tional QoS Request Header for each type of resource required.
Each QoS Request Header indicates the type of resource, the min-
imum acceptable resource level, and the resource level of the cur-
rent path. The resource level of the current path is initialized
to the desired resource level, but may be reduced as the ROUTE

REQUEST traverses the network. For example, an audio flow may
require at least 2.4 kbps of bandwidth but desire up to 128 kbps. In
this case, when it initiates the Route Discovery, the initiator node
specifies a minimum acceptable level of 2.4 kbps and a current
resource level of 128 kbps.

A node receiving a ROUTE REQUEST containing one or more
QoS Request Headers processes each QoS Request Header to de-
termine whether or not the node can support a new flow with re-
sources at a level at least equal to the minimum requested. If it is
unable to support the minimum requested resource level for any re-
quested resource, the node silently discards the ROUTE REQUEST.
If it is unable to support the current level specified in any QoS
Request Header in the packet, the node modifies the header by
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setting the current level equal to the maximum resource level it
can support, and then forwards the ROUTE REQUEST normally. A
node able to support the current level specified in all QoS Request
Headers contained in the packet forwards the ROUTE REQUEST

packet normally without modifying the QoS Request Header.
We now consider the three common QoS metrics of bandwidth,

latency, and jitter. With the bandwidth metric, a node forwarding a
packet places in the current resource level the lesser of the resource
level that it received and its own resource level. When a node with
240 kbps of available bandwidth receives a REQUEST with a cur-
rent resource level of 640 kbps, it reduces the bandwidth level in
the REQUEST before forwarding it. For the metrics of latency and
jitter, each node actually increases the latency and jitter specified
in the REQUEST, and therefore adds the local latency or jitter to
the received value. For example, if a node receives a REQUEST

reflecting 20 ms of latency and 5 ms of jitter, and the node itself
imposes 10 ms of latency with 3 ms of jitter, the REQUEST packet
it forwards will show 30 ms of latency and 8 ms of jitter.

The QoS Request Headers in a ROUTE REQUEST only deter-
mine if the requested resources are available along the path, lim-
iting the Route Discovery to return only paths that meet at least
the minimum levels of resources requested. A node that propa-
gates a ROUTE REQUEST containing QoS Request Headers may
also temporarily reserve the resources specified in the REQUEST

in order to improve the likelihood that the resources will still be
available when the flow begins using this route.

One important problem in QoS-Guided Route Discovery is
determining the resources available at any particular node. These
techniques are beyond the scope of this paper, but some earlier
work has addressed this problem. For example, Maltz describes
techniques for measuring latency and available bandwidth [25].
Any technique used to measure available performance may
themselves be manipulated by an attacker. In this paper, we
assume that such attacks can only reduce the measured available
resources, and, in doing so, reduce actual available resources.
For example, an attacker may reduce apparent bandwidth by
unnecessarily reserving the medium through the use of excessive
RTS and CTS packets [18, 2]; however, this attack actually does
reduce available bandwidth.

A routing protocol using QoS-Guided Route Discovery can
find suitable routes through the network. Once such a route is
found, the routing protocol either must reserve those resources for
a flow, or it will use that route on a best effort basis. For exam-
ple, when the route is used on a best effort basis, a source might
use the route until performance degrades to an unacceptable level,
at which point it would re-initiate QoS-Guided Route Discovery.
Alternatively, a protocol may allow a path establishment and re-
source reservation protocol, in which a source establishes a flow
along that path by sending an ESTABLISH FLOW packet along that
path [16]. Each node along the path receiving the ESTABLISH

FLOW packet reserves the resources needed by the flow and for-
wards the ESTABLISH FLOW packet to the next node on the path.
When a node that has been forwarding traffic for a flow is no longer
able to meet the QoS requirements of the flow, it sends a FLOW

ERROR packet to the source of the flow.
Though flow establishment requires two additional packet

types, they are specific to the routing protocol in use. In general,
ESTABLISH FLOW packets can be authenticated either through
broadcast authentication (e.g., as described in Section 4.1), or
through the use of pairwise authentication using shared keys be-
tween the source and each forwarding node. One of these two

types of authentication is generally required to secure other rout-
ing protocol messages. When each forwarding node can authen-
ticate the source, it can use policy to determine whether or not
that source is authorized to reserve these resources. In addition,
FLOW ERROR packets can be authenticated in the same way as
ROUTE ERROR packets used by on-demand routing protocols. For
example, when used with Ariadne using digital signatures, the
ESTABLISH FLOW packet can be digitally signed by the source,
so each forwarding node can ensure that the source is authorized
to make that reservation; likewise, each FLOW ERROR packet is
digitally signed by the node originating the ERROR, so the source
can ensure that the ERROR was in fact sent by a node on the
route. Because each routing protocol has different key setup re-
quirements and secures routing messages differently, we leave the
security of these control messages to the routing protocol; in the
rest of the paper, we focus on securing the QoS-Guided Route
Discovery mechanism itself.

3. CRYPTOGRAPHIC MECHANISMS

We design SQoS, our secure QoS routing protocol, by building
on existing security mechanisms. Specifically, SQoS builds on
hash chains and MW-chains, which we review in this section.

3.1 HASH CHAINS

One-way hash chains are a widely used cryptographic primitive.
One of the first uses of one-way chains was in one-time password
protocols [23, 14]. These chains are also used in other applica-
tions, such as efficient one-time signature algorithms [12, 28, 27,
35]. Coppersmith and Jakobsson present efficient mechanisms for
storing and generating values of hash chains [9].

We create a one-way chain by selecting the final value vn at ran-
dom, and by repeatedly applying a one-way hash function H, such
that vi = H[vi+1]. The last value generated in this way is called
the anchor; generally, an authentic anchor is published to allow
verification of hash chain elements. One-way chains have two
main properties (assuming H is a cryptographically secure one-
way hash function):

• Anybody can authenticate that a value v j really belongs to
the one-way chain, by using an earlier value vi of the chain
by checking that H j−i(v j) equals vi.

• Given the latest released value vi of a one-way chain, an ad-
versary cannot find a later value v j such that H j−i(v j) equals
vi. Even when value vi+1 is released, a second pre-image
collision resistant hash function prevents an adversary from
finding v′i+1 different from vi+1 such that H[v′i+1] equals vi.

These two properties result in authentication of one-way chain
values: if the current value vi belongs to the one-way chain, and
we see another value v j with the property that H j−i(v j) equals vi,
then v j also originates from the same chain and was released by
the creator of the chain.

3.2 THE MW CHAINS MECHANISM

In this section, we review the MW-chain mechanism [15], which
provides instant authentication and low storage overhead. First, we
describe the one-time signature, on which MW-chains are based.
In a signature, a node chooses a private key K, and from that pri-
vate key generates a verification key V . Given a message m, the
node can use K to form a signature s such that a node with V can
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verify the signature; however, a node with V but not K cannot
generate a signature. A one-time signature is a type of signature
such that only one message m can be signed with a single key. For
example, in the Merkle-Winternitz one-time signature, two signa-
tures using the same key provide an attacker enough information
to forge certain other signatures.

The MW-chain is built on a certain type of one-time signature,
which we call a chainable signature. In a chainable signature, a
signature s on message m can be verified by comparing f (s,m) to
verification key V , and any verification key can be used as a sig-
nature key. One such one-time signature is the Merkle-Winternitz
signature.

To build an MW-chain of length � from a chainable signature,
we pick a signing key K�. We then derive each signing key Ki as
the public key corresponding to signing key Ki+1. In particular, if
function G generates a verification key from a signature key, then
Ki = G[Ki+1]. Since G must be a secure one-way hash function,
an MW-chain has the same properties of a hash chain, and has the
additional property that a signature s using key Ki+1 can be used
to generate Ki using the equation Ki = f (s,m), but cannot be used
to derive Ki+1.

4. MECHANISMS FOR SECURING QOS
ROUTING

Our key observation for securing QoS routing is that properties
of interest in the route discovery and selection are generally mono-
tone; that is, the desirability of a path decreases as more nodes are
added. For example, the resources of bandwidth, latency, and jit-
ter all are monotone. In this paper, we design SQoS, a secure
QoS routing protocol that enforces monotonicity and strict mono-
tonicity in QoS metrics, preventing an attacker from subverting the
correct operation of the QoS routing.

4.1 BROADCAST AUTHENTICATION FOR
ROUTE REQUEST PACKETS

Our mechanisms for secure QoS Route Discovery require the
network to provide some form of broadcast authentication for the
immutable fields of ROUTE REQUEST packets; that is, any node
that receives a ROUTE REQUEST packet must be able to ascertain
that it was sent by the claimed initiator. Though this authentication
can be provided by a digital signature, the cost of verifying a dig-
ital signature creates the possibility of a Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attack; in this attack, an attacker floods a victim node with invalid
ROUTE REQUEST packets, forcing the victim to consume all of its
CPU time attempting to check the signatures on the REQUESTs.
An alternative to the use of digital signatures is to provide this
authentication using an efficient, instant broadcast authentication
mechanism such as HORS [34].

In SQoS, however, this authentication is integrated with a mech-
anism that prevents excessive flooding. In particular, since QoS-
Guided Route Discovery requires a flood of the network and hence
provides a means for an attacker to perform a Denial-of-Service
attack (consuming all network resources), a secure ad hoc network
routing protocol must enforce limits on the frequency at which
each node can initiate such flooding. For example, Ariadne [18]
uses a hash chain to provide this rate-limit. This technique has two
advantages. First, it allows any node to authenticate that a ROUTE

REQUEST did in fact originate from the initiator. Second, it uses
only efficient symmetric cryptography. However, this technique

does not prevent modification of the fields of the REQUEST. We
replace this hash chain with an MW-chain to prevent the modifi-
cation of the immutable fields of the REQUEST. A node uses one
MW-chain step for each Route Discovery, and uses the signature
from that MW-chain step to authenticate the immutable fields of
the ROUTE REQUEST.

For example, if the MW-chain allows the authentication of 280

different values, then an 80-bit one-way hash of the immutable
fields of the packet can be encoded as a single value authenticated
using this MW-chain. An attacker attempting to change any or all
of these immutable fields, then, will have a 2−80 probability of
preserving the correctness of the signature.

4.2 ENFORCING MONOTONICITY

To ensure monotonicity, the initiator of a QoS-Guided Route
Discovery creates a virtual hash chain for each QoS metric re-
quested. This virtual hash chain can be a traditional hash chain, as
described in Section 3.1, a skipchain [15] (which allows for more
efficient authentication of large changes in metric), or a hash tree
chain [15] (which enforce strict monotonicity, effectively requir-
ing each forwarder to change the QoS metric). In the rest of this
section, for simplicity, we will describe SQoS using a traditional
hash chain; however, SQoS can also be used with these other types
of one-way chains.

To generate this hash chain, the initial value (value farthest from
the anchor) is chosen to authenticate the maximum level of service
requested by this QoS-Guided Route Discovery for this metric.
Each step in the hash chain authenticates one quanta, which is
the smallest difference that can be represented for the authentica-
tion for that metric. The hash chain is generated to represent each
value between the maximum level of service (the initially gen-
erated value) and the minimum level of service (the anchor) re-
quested by the QoS-Guided Route Discovery. For example, if an
initiator is interested in a range of bandwidth between 2.4 kbps and
56 kbps, and bandwidth is specified in bits per second, the node
generates a hash chain of length 56000 − 2400 = 53600. Each
step in this chain represents 1 bps, such that the initially chosen
seed represents the 56 kbps level and the anchor represents the
2.4 kbps level. A ROUTE REQUEST packet includes the authen-
ticator for the metric currently claimed in that ROUTE REQUEST.
When a node forwarding the REQUEST reduces the metric claimed
in the REQUEST, it hashes the authenticator accordingly; for ex-
ample, if a node reduces the claimed bandwidth by 5 kbps, it ap-
plies the one-way hash function 5000 times. Each anchor is in-
cluded in the Route Discovery, sent with broadcast authentication
(as described in Section 4.1), allowing each recipient to authenti-
cate each claimed QoS metric.

The quantization of integer or fixed point values is simpler than
for floating point values. For example, the smallest step repre-
sentable with an integer is 1, and the range of a 32-bit signed inte-
ger value is 232, whereas a 32-bit signed floating point value in the
IEEE 754 standard can represent a step as small as 2−149 with a
range of 2129. We can overcome this difficulty by using a variable
step size; since n bits can represent at most 2n values, we conceptu-
ally sort all representable values, and correlate one step in a virtual
hash chain with one element in this conceptually sorted list. This
sorting can be achieved at low computational cost with proper data
representation; for example, finite positive numeric floating point
values in the IEEE 754 standard can be converted into their inte-
ger ranks by taking the 32-bit (or 64-bit) binary representation and
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interpreting the opaque bit values as if those bits represented an
unsigned integer.

Even though hash functions are relatively fast to compute, fol-
lowing a hash chain of length 232 for each ROUTE REQUEST

packet would provide an opportunity for Denial of Service attacks
based on flooding REQUESTs with invalid metric authenticators.
To reduce the maximum amount of effort needed to verify any
single metric, SQoS uses a network-wide maximum number of
steps between the minimum level of service required and the max-
imum level that can be used. Instead of authenticating the exact
level of service, only the current step is authenticated, though a
more precise measurement is included in the forwarded REQUEST.
Since SQoS authenticates only the step (as opposed to the ex-
act metric value), an attacker can change the metric to any value
within the same step. For example, for the metric of bandwidth,
the span from minimum acceptable to maximum usable could be
as great as from 2.4 kbps to 2.4 Mbps for a conferencing applica-
tion. Divided logarithmically into 200 steps, each step represents
a factor of 1.035 increase, and a node claiming a bandwidth of
125 kbps would include an authenticator valid for any bandwidth
between 123.65 kbps and 128 kbps. In general, for each metric, the
initiator specifies a minimum level acceptable, a maximum level
usable, the number of steps between those two levels, and whether
those steps are calculated linearly or logarithmically.

To prevent an attack where a node uses maximum-length chains
for each of a number of metrics, the network-wide maximum can
provide the maximum number of steps summed across all metrics.
For example, if a total of 300 steps were allowed, a node may wish
to use 200 steps to represent bandwidth with logarithmic steps and
100 steps to represent latency with linear steps.

4.3 LIMITING OVERHEAD OF QOS-GUIDED
ROUTE DISCOVERY

In QoS-Guided Route Discovery, a forwarding node does
not perform duplicate suppression as standard Route Discovery
does. In standard Route Discovery, nodes having already for-
warded a ROUTE REQUEST from a Route Discovery ignore fur-
ther REQUESTs from the same Discovery. In QoS-Guided Route
Discovery, a node should only ignore a REQUEST if it has for-
warded a better REQUEST. This raises three problems:

• An intermediate node may not know which tradeoffs be-
tween QoS metrics are preferred by the source (e.g., does
the source prefer 1 Mbps and 50 ms latency, or 2 Mbps and
75 ms latency?)

• An attacker can force a node to forward a large number of
ROUTE REQUESTs by broadcasting a single REQUEST mul-
tiple times, using progressively better metrics.

• If a node forwards each better REQUEST, an exponential
number of forwarded packets can result from a single Route
Discovery.

The first problem exists because different types of traffic de-
mand different link qualities. For example, voice traffic may
be very jitter-sensitive, somewhat latency-sensitive, and relatively
bandwidth insensitive, whereas a bulk data transfer may be highly
bandwidth-sensitive. A strict priority amongst the QoS parameters
may be impractical, since videoconferencing software may be able
to code video and audio at several quality (and hence bandwidth)

levels but also desire low latency and jitter; preferring bandwidth
(and hence video quality) over the latency and jitter metrics may
result in a path with suboptimal latency and jitter characteristics,
whereas optimizing latency and jitter may result in a bandwidth
level that requires the use of a lower-quality video codec.

Depending on how intermediate nodes in the node list are au-
thenticated, the second problem may or may not exist. In partic-
ular, if a digital signature or other instantly verifiable broadcast
authentication is used for node authentication, then each forward-
ing node can verify that the ROUTE REQUEST has traversed the
sequence of nodes listed in the node list. In this case, an attacker
can only play as many REQUESTs as it receives, because otherwise
the authenticated REQUEST proves that the attacker is behaving
maliciously. However, if the node authentication is performed at
the target, as in Ariadne [18], an attacker can perform this attack
at will.

The third problem, however, is fundamental when forwarding
latency of a ROUTE REQUEST packet at a node is not exactly cor-
related with the initiator’s route preference. For example, suppose
there are n nodes in addition to the initiator and the target, ar-
ranged in n/2 groups of 2 nodes as shown in Figure 1. Let group
0 represent the target and group n/2 + 1 represent the initiator.
If these groups are arranged such that both nodes in group i are
neighbors of all nodes in groups i−1, and i +1, of the other node
in group i, and of no other nodes. Then each node in group 1
would forward 1 REQUEST, for a total of 2 REQUESTs forwarded.
If the node in group 1 with the lowest level of resources was the
first to forward the REQUEST, then each node in group 2 would
forward both REQUESTs, for a total of 4 REQUESTs forwarded.
Again, in the worst case, each node in group 3 would forward all
4 REQUESTs, for a total of 8 REQUESTs forwarded. In general,
group i would forward 2i REQUEST packets, for a total number of
ROUTE REQUEST packet transmissions of

n/2

∑
i=0

2i = 2
n
2 +1 −1

SQoS solves all three problems by providing the source with
control over which ROUTE REQUESTs are re-forwarded. For
example, a node can include an evaluation function in each
REQUEST. This evaluation function can take the form of a func-
tion selected from a list, or can be more general, such as active
code, as has been proposed for Active Networks [37]. Each evalua-
tion function should take as input the metrics of interest and a max-
imum value, and should return an integer between 0 and a maxi-
mum value specified in the REQUEST. A node then can forward
an additional REQUEST only when the evaluation function returns
a larger value than it did the previous time, thus allowing each
node to bound the number of times it forwards a REQUEST from
any single Discovery. To prevent a DoS attack where the attacker
allows a REQUEST to be forwarded a large number of times, we
can specify as a network-wide parameter the maximum number
of REQUESTs that can be forwarded by a single node from a sin-
gle Route Discovery. Alternatively, we can limit the rate at which
REQUESTs can be forwarded for any particular node; since the
maximum return value of the evaluation function is authenticated,
a node can ignore REQUESTs beyond a certain limit. To prevent
an attacker from specifying extremely CPU intensive programs,
SQoS uses a language with no loop or subroutine constructs, so
that runtime is proportional to program length. Other techniques
that can achieve the same result include the use of a “sandbox” that
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Figure 1: Network topology used in counting ROUTE REQUESTs forwarded by each node

limits resource consumption, or Proof Carrying Code [29] that en-
sures bounded runtime.

4.4 APPLICATION TO DSR
To perform secure QoS-Guided Route Discovery in on-demand

source routed protocols such as DSR [20], and in secure versions
of DSR such as Ariadne [18], an initiator using SQoS specifies
a list of metrics of interest, such as latency and bandwidth. For
each metric, the initiator indicates the maximum necessary level
and minimum desirable level, the length of the hash chain, and
whether steps are to be divided linearly or logarithmically.

To authenticate these levels, hash chain anchors, and other fields
of the ROUTE REQUEST, we add an authentication header to the
REQUEST based on an MW-chain; a node’s ith Route Discovery
is signed using private key Ki, and since Route Discoveries flood
the entire network, most nodes will have already heard a signature
using the previous key Ki−1. As a result, they need only follow
one step in the MW-chain to verify the signature, which results in
very efficient verification.

For example, in the topology shown in Figure 2, a node S may
initiate a ROUTE REQUEST to node D for a route to be used for a
videoconference. Node S may want bandwidth between 64 kbps
and 1.28 Mbps and may want latency between 0 ms and 200 ms.
Node S may allocate 200 logarithmically-divided steps to band-
width and 100 linearly-divided steps to latency, so each step of
bandwidth represents a factor of 1.015, and each step of latency
represents an additional 2 ms. It then builds the hash chains for
authenticating bandwidth (hB

i ) and for authenticating latency (hL
i ).

For bandwidth authenticators, initiator S chooses hB
200 and the hash

chain using hB
i = H[hB

i+1]; it then chooses latency authenticator
hL

100 and computes the hash chain hL
i = H[hL

i+1], as described
in Section 4.2. The two anchors hB

0 and hL
0 are included in the

REQUEST packet. In addition, the initiator specifies some limit to
the number of REQUEST packets forwarded by any node as de-
scribed in Section 4.3; for example, the initiator may want each
node to forward at most 5 REQUESTs from this Route Discovery,
and it may equally weight the 200 bandwidth and 100 latency
steps. A simple postfix program that would achieve this is 1
LOADSTEP 2 LOADSTEP 2 * + 5 * 400 /, where LOADSTEP is
a unary operator that loads current step number of the ith metric,
where i is the input value. For example, 1 LOADSTEP loads the
step that the bandwidth is on; if the bandwidth level is 1.28 Mbps,
which corresponds to bandwidth step 200, 1 LOADSTEP results in
the value 200 on the stack. The program above adds the bandwidth

step number to twice the latency step number (since there are a
maximum of 100) and scales the result to a value between 0 and
5. The initiator then signs the REQUEST using its next MW-chain
element. It then adds the current path bandwidth (1.28 Mbps) and
latency (0 ms) and the authenticators for those values. It also adds
a path list, which starts empty. Finally, it broadcasts the resulting
ROUTE REQUEST:

S → ∗ : [ROUTE REQUEST,D, i,
(Bandwidth,64000,1280000,200,Log,hB

0 ),
(Latency,0,200,100,Linear,hL

0),
5,(1 LOADSTEP 2 LOADSTEP 2 *

+ 5 * 400 /)]K−
i
,

1280000,hB
200 ,0,hL

100,()

As in DSR, each node keeps a table of ROUTE REQUEST

packets it has previously heard. However, unlike in DSR,
MW-chain position must be “hard state” to ensure security; that
is, if a node forgets its MW-chain position, the correct operation
of the protocol is jeopardized. As a result, each node need store
only information from the most recent REQUEST initiated by each
other node in the network. In addition to the MW-chain position
(which replaces the identifier) and initiator, the node stores three
additional values: the maximum output of the evaluation func-
tion (in this case, 5), the output of the evaluation function for the
REQUEST last forwarded from this Route Discovery, and a hash of
the immutable (signed) fields of the header. This hash prevents an
attacker from forging multiple REQUESTs using an old MW-chain
position once the new MW-chain signature has been revealed. It
also speeds up the verification of the signature.

When a node receives a REQUEST, it checks if it has received
a REQUEST with this or newer MW-chain position and authenti-
cates the signature. If the node has not previously seen a REQUEST

with this or newer MW-chain position, it forwards the REQUEST

and updates its table of previously heard REQUESTs. If a more
recent REQUEST has been heard, this REQUEST is discarded; if
a REQUEST from the same Route Discovery has been heard, the
node evaluates the new REQUEST according to the evaluation
function in the packet. If the evaluation function returns a higher
value for this new REQUEST than for the previously forwarded
REQUEST, it forwards this REQUEST and also updates the table of
previously forwarded REQUESTs. For example, a node hearing the
REQUEST above would check if it had heard REQUEST i or larger.
If it had not, it would authenticate the signature and evaluate the
evaluation function, which would return 5. The node would then
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Figure 2: A Simple Example Ad Hoc Network Topology

note that for initiator S it had forwarded REQUEST i with value 5
of a maximum of 5.

When forwarding a ROUTE REQUEST, a node reduces the QoS
levels in the REQUEST to the levels that it can provide. For ex-
ample, a node A which adds 20 ms of latency and has 640 kbps
of available bandwidth would reduce the above REQUEST to re-
flect a 640 kbps bandwidth (based on the maximum of 640 kbps
and 1.28 Mbps) and 20 ms latency (based on the sum of 0 ms plus
20 ms), as described in Section 2. It then computes the authenti-
cators for bandwidth and latency hB

154 and hL
90, and forwards the

ROUTE REQUEST:

A →∗ : [ROUTE REQUEST,D, i,
(Bandwidth,64000,1280000,200,Log,hB

0 ),
(Latency,0,200,100,Linear,hL

0),
5,(1 LOADSTEP 2 LOADSTEP 2 *

+ 5 * 400 /)]K−
i
,

640000,hB
154 ,20,hL

90,(A)

If node B, which adds 10 ms of latency and has 960 kbps of band-
width capacity, forwards this ROUTE REQUEST, it does not reduce
bandwidth, since it can support this flow. However, it increases la-
tency to 30 ms and computes authenticator hL

85. It also computes
the evaluation function, for which it receives a result of 4. It stores
this result in the table of forwarded REQUESTS, and forwards the
ROUTE REQUEST:

B →∗ : [ROUTE REQUEST,D, i,
(Bandwidth,64000,1280000,200,Log,hB

0 ),
(Latency,0,200,100,Linear,hL

0),
5,(1 LOADSTEP 2 LOADSTEP 2 *

+ 5 * 400 /)]K−
i
,

640000,hB
154 ,30,hL

85,(A,B)

If node C, which adds 15 ms of latency and has 240 kbps of ca-
pacity, forwards this ROUTE REQUEST, it reduces bandwidth to
240 kbps and increases latency to 45 ms. The authenticators for
bandwidth and latency become hB

89 and hL
78. Node C also com-

putes the evaluation function, for which it receives a result of 4.
It stores this result in the table of forwarded REQUESTS, and for-
wards the ROUTE REQUEST:

C →∗ : [ROUTE REQUEST,D, i,
(Bandwidth,64000,1280000,200,Log,hB

0 ),
(Latency,0,200,100,Linear,hL

0),
5,(1 LOADSTEP 2 LOADSTEP 2 *

+ 5 * 400 /)]K−
i
,

240000,hB
89 ,45,hL

78,(A,B,C)

Finally, for each ROUTE REQUEST the target receives, it returns
a ROUTE REPLY. This REPLY can be authenticated with a key
shared between the initiator and the target, or, if no such key ex-
ists, the initiator and target can use Diffie-Hellman key exchange
(or other key exchange that does not require communication) to
establish a key. Since we use MW-chain authentication to rate-
limit the number of Route Discoveries initiated by any node, an
attacker would need to compromise a large number of nodes to

overwhelm a victim with many legitimate REQUESTs for which
the victim needs to establish keys. In particular, for the ROUTE

REQUEST above, node D returns a ROUTE REPLY:

D →C : MACKSD [ROUTE REPLY, i,240000,45,(A,B,C)]

Each node forwards the ROUTE REPLY towards the source. A
complete execution of the secure QoS-Guided Route Discovery
protocol is shown in Figure 3.

4.5 APPLICATION TO AODV
The application of secure QoS-Guided Route Discovery to

AODV [31], and to secure versions of AODV such as ARAN [36]
and SAODV [39], is similar to the application to DSR and Ariadne.
We highlight the differences here.

Since AODV does not maintain a source route in its ROUTE

REQUEST packets (called RREQs in AODV), secure QoS-Guided
Route Discovery also does not require the source route. As a
result, during Route Discovery, downstream nodes do not know
the complete route that the RREQ followed, but instead only
know the address of the last node to forward the RREQ. Each
node forwarding an RREQ keeps a table of the previous hop for
each RREQ that it has forwarded. We can use this property to
improve routes even after an RREQ is forwarded, by modifying
the evaluation function to allow the return of fractional values.
An additional RREQ is forwarded for a Route Discovery if the
evaluation function applied to the new RREQ is at least 1 greater
than for the previously forwarded RREQ. If it is greater but not
sufficiently improved, the previous hop can be updated to reflect
the new path, but only if each metric of the new RREQ is at least
as good as the forwarded RREQ.

When AODV is used as the underlying routing protocol, the ini-
tiator of the Route Discovery is not provided with the addresses of
each forwarding node. As a result, authentication of a ESTABLISH

FLOW packet must be performed using broadcast authentication.
Fortunately, the two proposed schemes for securing AODV [39,
36] both use broadcast authentication to secure other protocol mes-
sages, so our secure QoS-Guided Route Discovery protocol can be
used without any additional key setup.

5. EVALUATION

To evaluate our protocol, we first analyze the security proper-
ties it provides. Then, to quantify the costs of our scheme, we
define a public-key based secure QoS-Guided Route Discovery
mechanism based on prior work in the related area of secure
ad hoc network routing. We then compare SQoS to this public-
key system, which we call the Public Key Secure QoS Route
Discovery (PK-Squared), and show that SQoS significantly out-
performs PK-Squared.

5.1 SECURITY ANALYSIS

To analyze the security achieved by our secure QoS-Guided
Route Discovery scheme, we examine the taxonomy of attacks
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S →∗ : [ROUTE REQUEST,D, i,(Bandwidth,64000,1280000,200,Log,hB
0 ),(Latency,0,200,100,Linear,hL

0),
5,(1 LOADSTEP 2 LOADSTEP 2 * + 5 * 400 /)]K−

i
,1280000,hB

200 ,0,hL
100,()

A →∗ : [ROUTE REQUEST,D, i,(Bandwidth,64000,1280000,200,Log,hB
0 ),(Latency,0,200,100,Linear,hL

0),
5,(1 LOADSTEP 2 LOADSTEP 2 * + 5 * 400 /)]K−

i
,640000,hB

154,20,hL
90,(A)

B →∗ : [ROUTE REQUEST,D, i,(Bandwidth,64000,1280000,200,Log,hB
0 ),(Latency,0,200,100,Linear,hL

0),
5,(1 LOADSTEP 2 LOADSTEP 2 * + 5 * 400 /)]K−

i
,640000,hB

154,30,hL
85,(A,B)

C →∗ : [ROUTE REQUEST,D, i,(Bandwidth,64000,1280000,200,Log,hB
0 ),(Latency,0,200,100,Linear,hL

0),
5,(1 LOADSTEP 2 LOADSTEP 2 * + 5 * 400 /)]K−

i
,240000,hB

89,45,hL
78,(A,B,C)

D →C : MACKSD [ROUTE REPLY, i,240000,45,(A,B,C)]

C → B : MACKSD [ROUTE REPLY, i,240000,45,(A,B,C)]

B → A : MACKSD [ROUTE REPLY, i,240000,45,(A,B,C)]

A → S : MACKSD [ROUTE REPLY, i,240000,45,(A,B,C)]

Figure 3: Secured QoS-Guided Route Discovery

provided by Hu et al [18] and Dahill et al [36]. In our analy-
sis, we consider only the additional risks posed by QoS-Guided
Route Discovery, and not those caused by the underlying ad hoc
network routing protocol. In particular, because QoS-Guided
Route Discovery can be implemented with only one additional
packet type (ESTABLISH FLOW), and because the authentication
of that packet can generally be performed in the same way as
for ROUTE REQUESTs, we ignore general routing attacks such as
corrupted node lists, wormhole attacks, routing message replay,
spoofed signaling, fabricated routing messages, routing loop for-
mation, and the participation of unauthorized nodes. We focus
instead on attacks specific to the QoS-Guided Route Discovery,
and in particular on unauthorized modification of QoS parameters.

An attacker can attempt to be chosen as the preferred route
by claiming more resources on paths that traverse the attacker.
However, with SQoS, an attacker is unable to claim significantly
higher resources than the path to the attacker; at most, an attacker
can claim the maximum amount of resources that are authenticated
with the step authenticator the attacker received. For example, if
an attacker receives an authenticator for bandwidth that can repre-
sent between 123.65 and 128 kbps, and the actual bandwidth up to
the attacker is 125 kbps, the attacker can at most claim slightly less
than 128 kbps. As a result, the discovered resource level will be
the same as the actual resource level, plus or minus the granularity
of a step size, except that any resource limits at the attacker will not
be discovered. Cryptographic mechanisms generally cannot force
the correct measurement of resources limits at the attacker, since
the attacker can intentionally measure resource limits incorrectly.

Multiple colluding attackers can forward metric authentication
data from the first attacker on the path to the last attacker on the
path, thus allowing the attackers to pretend that there is a direct
link with infinite resources between each pair of attackers. In gen-
eral, an attacker can tunnel packets between nodes controlled by
the attacker; SQoS does not defend against this attack.

5.2 SECURING QOS-GUIDED ROUTE
DISCOVERY USING PUBLIC KEY
CRYPTOGRAPHY

Awerbuch et al [1] proposed a secure routing protocol that uses
digital signatures at each hop to ensure that the proper metrics are

added. In their scheme, each node signs their address and up-
dates the metrics. Since the metric of each link is known to all
nodes, any node can verify the correct path metric, assuming that
all nodes on the path are correctly listed. In their protocol, a node
forwards any ROUTE REQUEST packet reflecting a better path than
the previously forwarded REQUEST packets, which, as described
in Section 4.3, can in worst case result in an exponential number
of ROUTE REPLY packets in response to a single Route Discovery.
We chose to use Awerbuch’s scheme in our comparison because
it is the only published secure ad hoc network routing protocol
that finds paths based on metrics other than hop count and latency,
and is thus readily modified to fit the requirements of QoS-Guided
Route Discovery.

We modify Awerbuch et al’s scheme to create PK-Squared,
our public-key based secure QoS-Guided Route Discovery mech-
anism. In PK-Squared, each node signs the current QoS metric up
to and including itself. That is, each node specifies the cumulative
metric for the subpath ending at that node. When forwarding a
ROUTE REQUEST, the node retains the signatures of all the other
hops on the path, and appends its own signature. Since our QoS
metrics are monotone, each node must claim a metric not better
than the previous node’s signature. A REQUEST not satisfying
this property can be discarded as malicious.

When a node using PK-Squared receives a ROUTE REQUEST, it
checks to see if it has previously heard a REQUEST from this Route
Discovery with a better path. If it has, then it silently discards
the REQUEST; otherwise, it authenticates each signature on the
REQUEST (possibly consulting a cache to speed up the verification
of the initiator’s signature). It then reduces the QoS parameters in
the REQUEST, signs the resulting REQUEST, and forwards it.

5.3 COMPARISON METHODOLOGY

To compare the efficiency of SQoS and PK-Squared, we timed
the operation of the primitives of SQoS and PK-Squared on a
Mobile Pentium 4 CPU running at 1.6 GHz, a processor commonly
used in current laptop computers. Our PK-Squared operations
were based on 1024-bit RSA, as implemented in the Crypto++
library. For a hash function, SQoS uses the Rijndael block ci-
pher [11] in the construction standardized by ISO/IEC 10118-2,
which was originally proposed by Matyas, Meyer, and Oseas [26].
For our purposes, this construction results in the hash function
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Table 1: CPU Costs of SQoS Compared to PK-Squared on a 1.6 GHz Pentium 4

SQoS PK-Squared

Initiate Route Discovery 885 µs 7669 µs
Signature Overhead (bytes) 230 128

Accept initiator signature 645 µs 401 µs
Reject invalid signature 34 µs 401 µs
Additional cost to accept �-hop REQUEST 573 µs (�−1)· 401 µs

Packet forward after verification 0 µs 7669 µs
Bytes added at each step 4 132

Number of packets per discovery 5n 2n/2+1

Hop-Drop Attack Helps Attacker No Yes
Metric granularity 300 Steps Infinite

H(x) = EK(x)⊕ x, where K is a well-known key. For timing this
construction, we built our hash function implementation on top of
Gladman’s implementation of Rijndael [13].

5.4 RESULTS

In SQoS, a node initiating a Route Discovery must sign a
REQUEST using its MW-chain. This signature requires 172 hash
functions on average, or 322 µs on the 1.6 GHz Pentium 4, and the
signature is 230 bytes. We also need to compute hash chains total-
ing at most 300 steps, which takes up to 563 µs, for a total initial-
ization cost of 885 µs. By comparison, the single RSA signature
required by PK-Squared takes 7669 µs, and takes 128 bytes.

Each node needs to verify a Route Discovery only once, af-
ter which it can cache the hash of the immutable fields of the
REQUEST, which makes verification much faster. To verify the
initiator’s signature in In SQoS, this verification takes 645 µs on
average, whereas in PK-Squared, this verification is a 1024-bit
RSA verify, which takes 401 µs. However, rejecting an invalid sig-
nature in SQoS is much faster, since SQoS uses 19 separate hash
chains, any one of which can be used to discard the signature. As
a result, an invalid signature takes only 34 µs (amortized) to reject.
In particular, since a correctly verified hash chain element from an
invalid signature can be cached, it speeds up the verification of the
next valid signature, and represents a cost which would otherwise
be a part of the next successful verification.

Once the first REQUEST from a Route Discovery has been veri-
fied, SQoS requires only that a receiver verify up to 300 hash chain
steps at a cost of up to 563 µs, and compute the evaluation func-
tion, which we assume has bounded cost of 10 µs. By contrast,
PK-Squared requires the node verify each signature on the path,
for a total cost of (�−1) ·401 µs when the path is of length �.

When actually forwarding a REQUEST, a node using SQoS has
already followed all hash chains to their anchors, and thus can use
that precomputation to generate the authenticators at no cost. By
comparison, when forwarding a REQUEST in PK-Squared, a node
must perform an RSA signature, at a cost of 7669 µs. Furthermore,
a node forwarding a REQUEST using SQoS increases the packet
length by only the length of an address, which in IPv4 is 4 bytes. In
PK-Squared, the node must add its address and its signature, which
together are 132 bytes, in addition to any QoS metric values which

it has changed, which are needed to verify previous signatures. For
example, if a node using PK-Squared increases path latency from
20 ms to 30 ms, it must place the new 30 ms time in the packet, but
must also include the old 20 ms value, which is needed to verify
previous signatures.

One type of attack against ad hoc network routing protocols is
the hop drop attack, in which a forwarding node removes a pre-
vious node from the source route. In SQoS, this hop drop attack
is not prevented (although our scheme can be used together with
a protocol like Ariadne, which does prevent hop drop), but it does
not allow the attacker to claim a better metric than it has. In par-
ticular, since the metric authenticators are not tied to the node list,
dropping nodes from the node list does not affect what metrics the
attacker can claim. By contrast, in PK-Squared, an attacker that
drops a hop, particularly a slow hop, can claim significantly better
routes than a legitimate node that does not drop a hop.

One benefit that the public key scheme does have, however, is
that it is capable of authenticating unlimited metric granularity,
whereas our scheme allows only 300 steps. However, we believe
that 300 steps provides a good tradeoff between performance and
step granularity; in our example, we bounded bandwidth to within
1.5% and latency to within 2 ms. Table 1 summarizes our results.
Figure 4 shows the worst-case total CPU time used for a Route
Discovery in a network where the topology is the topology de-
scribed in Section 4.3 and illustrated in Figure 1.

In this evaluation, we have focused on the cost of the mech-
anism rather than on the performance of a system using such a
mechanism. The main reason for not performing this evaluation is
that determining the available resources at a node remains an open
research challenge. In addition, Route Discovery is relatively rare,
and we can impose a limit on the number of Route Discoveries ini-
tiated by any node during any time period, which limits the impact
of the additional overhead within each ROUTE REQUEST packet.
Finally, the additional overhead is quite small. In particular, for
each QoS metric, we add a step count, step division (log or linear)
and authenticator, which is at most 12 bytes. The postfix evalua-
tion function language can be represented very compactly; if each
operation or small literal (under 200) can be represented in one
byte, then the evaluation function from Section 4.4 can be repre-
sented within 13 bytes.
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Figure 4: Worst-case CPU usage per Route Discovery in the
ad hoc network shown in Figure 1 with n total intermediate
nodes between Route Discovery initiator and target (logarith-
mic scale)

6. RELATED WORK

A number of distance-vector routing protocols have been pro-
posed that use hash chains to prevent malicious nodes from re-
ducing the advertised distance to the destination. For example,
SEAD proposes the use of a hash chain to secure metric and se-
quence number [17], and SAODV proposes the use of a hash
chain in each packet with the anchor authenticated using a pub-
lic key signature [39]. In this paper, we extend this approach to
metrics other than a hop count. We also introduce a methodol-
ogy for securely choosing a route other than the minimum-latency
route in an on-line fashion. In particular, our approach does not
require a node to buffer REQUESTs, since an attacker may at-
tempt to exploit this buffering to overflow the memory of legiti-
mate nodes.

Awerbuch et al [1] propose a security-centric routing which
uses digital signatures at each hop to ensure the proper metrics
are added. Their scheme enforces the correct metric computa-
tion at each hop, since the sender provides these metrics in the
ROUTE REQUEST. Our scheme does not require that local metrics
be known by other nodes, and does not require the overhead of a
digital signature at each hop. Their scheme also does not attempt
to prevent an exponential number of packets from being sent in
response to a single Route Discovery.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented and evaluated SQoS, an ef-
ficient secure on-demand QoS-Guided Route Discovery protocol
that can be applied to protocols such as DSR [20], AODV [31],
Ariadne [18], ARAN [36], and SAODV [39]. SQoS is efficient,
relying entirely on symmetric cryptography, as symmetric crypto-
graphic primitives are three to four orders of magnitude faster (in
computation time) than asymmetric cryptography.

Since most QoS metrics of interest are monotone, SQoS is de-
signed to prevent an attacker from arbitrarily reducing metrics that
should be monotonically increasing, and to prevent an attacker

from arbitrarily increasing a metric that should be monotonically
decreasing. As a result, an attacker cannot claim a metric sig-
nificantly better than it has heard. Without tamper-proof secure
hardware, it is impractical to force each node to claim a cor-
rect metric value for arbitrary metrics, but using our technique in
SQoS, an attacker cannot gain an arbitrary advantage over non-
attacking routes. In addition, SQoS uses a novel, generally appli-
cable technique that combines ROUTE REQUEST authentication
and rate-limiting. Finally, SQoS provides the initiator of a Route
Discovery with control over which ROUTE REQUEST packets to
forward at each node, thus preventing a potentially exponential
number of REQUESTs from being forwarded in response to a sin-
gle Route Discovery as is possible in other protocols; this control
increases efficiency and prevents an opportunity for a Denial-of-
Service (DoS) attack based on using the routing protocol to easily
consume all network resources.
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